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Al Waseem Translation & Services Center has seven years of experience
in the field of translation. We cover the field of translation
comprehensively and offer translation services in areas of medicine,
finances, technologies, law, telecommunications, politics, GCC, marketing,
tourism documents and many others. Our geographical reach is quite
extensive as well. Thanks to our offices in Qatar, Nepal, and the USA, and
reliable cooperation partners all over the world, we are able to offer a
very wide range of language combinations. We are proud to say that we
translate into more than 150 languages in various combinations.

About Our
Company
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Our work ethics and apparatus are especially geared towards providing
quality translation at a rapid speed. Acting upon our core belief in quality
as well as quantity, we’ve collaboration with over 300 translators who
translate only into their native languages. We have great experience in
the Gulf States, Asian States and East European states, which makes us
especially well-equipped for Arabic, English, Mandarin Chinese, Russian,
Spanish, German, French and Hindi languages. Our translators are
specialists in the subjects relevant to their translation and specialize as
engineers, doctors, IT specialists, lawyers, economists, accountants,
marketing specialists, linguists and as representatives of many other
professions.



To be a standard-bearer, mark of
quality, brand of excellence and identity
of professionalism and expertise in the
fields of translation, localization,
interpretation, copy-writing, copy-
editing and proofreading. Standing true
to the reputation of an experienced
player in the industry, our experts
translate millions of words every year
for governmental and non-
governmental institutions and
organizations across the world.

Quality, punctuality and budget-
friendliness are our motto. We hold
ensuring quality in all language-related
services as our basic belief, accomplish
and deliver all assignments in time and
offer our services at highly competitive
rate. We’re highly updated in terms of
technology in pursuit of the best
possible standards of service to our
clients.

Vision

Mission
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We believe that our employees & customer are our assets. We aim to
inspire them to reach their potential and achieve the highest level of
success with loyalty, commitment, passion, respect and optimism.

The backbone of our successful business is the trusted clients and their
support. Our clients have lauded our work and efforts in sourcing and
supplying the best quality services, meeting customer demands, ensuring
on-time deliveries and doing after-sales follow-up. As a result, we’ve
achieved maximum customer satisfaction with long-term retention
followed by excellent work feedback.

Values

Clients

Key Factors
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Legal documents translation

Technical documents translation

Media /Publication / Advertisement
Documents Translation

Our company offers authorized translation
services for all kinds of documents and
business contracts. Our team of certified
translators ensures accurate translations
and timely delivery.

Our Services
Authorized Translation
Services
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We translate legal documents such as
court orders, pleadings, and contracts with
precision and confidentiality.

Personal documents & Educational
certificates translation
We translate personal documents like birth
certificates, marriage certificates, and
educational certificates with utmost
accuracy and attention to detail.

Medical reports translation
We translate medical reports and
documents, ensuring accuracy and
confidentiality to maintain privacy and
confidentiality.

Business and Commercial documents
translation
Get your business contracts, agreements,
and other commercial documents
translated accurately and promptly. 

Our precise and reliable translation
services cover various kinds of technical
documents, and reports, maintaining the
original meaning and context.

In order to meet the Consumers' different
linguistic backgrounds; we translate the
contents of the business so that they can
convey their message to the target
customer.

Audio-Video Translation

We covers all the process from
audio-video files transcription and
subtitling on various languages
based on the client preferences. 

Website Translation
Our services covers all the aspects
of website translation, like web and
content translation for any business,
e-commerce products sheet, mobile
applications, etc. in all disciplines. 



We provide a range of general business services, including registration and
company formation for trade names, commercial registration, permit approvals,
sale agreement preparation, tax registration, and efficient access to
government e-services and e-forms preparation for various departments.
Morevover we also have a bunch of PRO (Public Relations Officer) services. 

Our Services

We provide Trade Name Registration,
commercial registration and
commercial permit application, Sale
Agreement Preparation, Article of
Association,Tax card Registration etc.

Business Registration and
Company Formation

Efficient access to the Government
e-services and e-forms
preparation: MOI e-services, MOL
e-services, MOPH e-services e.t.c 

Hukoomi Services/
Government Services

General Services
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We offer a range of PRO (Public Relations Officer) services to assist individuals
and businesses in navigating local regulatory and administrative requirements.
Some of the PRO services commonly provided by our company in Doha, Qatar
includes; Document Attestation, Company Registration, Visa Processing,
Immigration Services  and many more. 

PRO Services
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We value our regular customers and
are pleased to offer them special
discounts for frequently using our
services. 

Price 
& 

               Offers
Our price includes translation and proofreading by a native specialist
in the target language. Alwaseem Translations & Services offers
Special packages for regular clients when it comes to providing
translation, web design and graphic design services. With these
services, and all others. 

Daily Discounts 

Affordable Packages 

Special offer on bulk Order

In case of large orders and as per the
contract plan with our company in
translation for multi languages, we
always offer a more favorable project-
based price.
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Our Clients 
The backbone of our successful business is the trusted clients and their
supports. Our clients have lauded our works and efforts in sourcing and
supplying best quality services, meeting customer demands, ensuring on
time deliveries and doing after sales follow up. As a result, we’ve achieved
maximum customer satisfaction with long term retention followed by
excellent work feedback. We are providing our services to Country’s top listed
law firms, corporate offices, different kind of agencies and private clients.
Privacy of our clients and their documents is our uttermost priority. 
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Our Locations in
Qatar

Our company has a global presence, with offices and facilities in diverse
locations around the world. This allows us to better serve our customers
and access talent and resources from different regions. We strive to
operate ethically and responsibly in all of our locations.

USA NEPAL

Al Mansour Business Park, Umm
Ghuwailina Doha

Fereej Bin Omran

Ezdan Oasis Al Wukair

Our Global Locations
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Thank You

Email

Address

sales@alwaseemtranslation.com
Info@alwaseemtranslation.com 

Al Mansour Business Park, Umm Ghuwailina, Doha

Phone & WhatsApp
(+974) 44116727 & (+974) 70804491 

Website
www.alwaseemtranslation.com 

For any further information, please do not hesitate to contact us. We
strive to serve our clients with any requirement that is needed and we
are always doing our best to satisfy our clients’ needs and assist them in
any possible ways.

Since, we're here to help you...
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